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Abstract. In e-commerce Fair Exchange protocols are used to assure
the correct execution of transactions, and to provide evidence in case
of dispute. Even though many of those transactions involve the use of
Intermediaries, the protocols are designed to provide Fair Exchange be-
tween two transacting parties, leaving the possible intermediaries out
of the scope. In this paper we propose a Fair Exchange protocol for
agent-mediated scenarios. We first present our model for agent-mediated
scenarios and its requirements, we illustrate its usage with a motivating
example, and then we present our proposal with a brief security analysis.

1 Introduction

Even though the use of e-commerce as a sales and business channel is increasing,
there are many related issues that are not well solved, like the Fair Exchange.
In an e-commerce transaction, every party involved has an element that wants
to deliver in exchange of another element, but no one wants to give his part
unless he obtains the parts exchanged by the other parties. For example, we can
think of ordering through Internet, where we exchange a payment by services or
goods.

Many research efforts have been dedicated to the Fair Exchange problem,
resulting in a large number of publications. The proposed solutions fall into
two categories: solutions with third party, usually called Trusted Third Party
(TTP), and solutions without TTP. The solutions without TTP are based on
the gradual exchange of secrets [5,16] or on probabilistic approaches [12,4]. The
main drawback in this kind of proposals is the assumption of equal computational
power (in the case of gradual exchange), which is unlikely to happen in the real
world, and the great number of transmissions needed to complete the exchange.
The solutions that use a TTP can be classified into: solutions with online TTP
[6,22,20] and solutions with offline TTP or optimistic [1,7,3,15,14]. In the online
TTP proposals, the TTP plays an active role during the exchange among the 2 or
N parties, making it a potential bottleneck and a target of possible attacks to the
protocol. Meanwhile in the optimistic proposals the TTP only intervenes in case
of dispute. The latter proposals are more desirable because they decrease the risk
of the TTP becoming a bottleneck and are more efficient. It is not the objective
of this paper to survey the Fair Exchange literature, for more information and
discussions on Fair Exchange the reader can refer to [11,19,17].
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Despite the type of use that Fair Exchange solutions make of the TTP, all
of them focused on simple 2-party or N-party scenarios, offering solutions to
digital contract signing [4,14], certified e-mail [3,15] or exchange of digital goods
[20,1,7]. But in real e-commerce transactions, where Intermediaries are involved,
these simple solutions can’t be applied. The reason is that existent Fair Ex-
change proposals provide Fair Exchange to Consumers and Providers, that is
end-to-end, leaving the Intermediaries out of the scope. An example where sim-
ple e-commerce transactions can’t be applied are travel agencies. Travel Agencies
typically rely on Intermediaries to acquire the services that sell on demand to
their customers, moreover, these external providers can also rely on other exter-
nal sources to provide services to Travel Agencies.

In [18] Jose A. Onieva et al. presented a non-repudiation protocol for an
agent mediated scenario. In this paper, we extend this scenario and present
a Fair Exchange protocol in agent mediated scenarios. In the next section we
describe our model for an agent mediated scenario and its requirements for
Fair Exchange. We describe our model for an agent mediated scenario and its
requirements for Fair Exchange in Section 2, and give a motivating example in
Section 3. In Section 4 we describe the protocol execution and resolution for
the various situations described in our model. In Section 5 we present a brief
security analysis, and the last section is for the conclusions and future work.

2 Model and Requirements

2.1 Model

In our model we will distinguish two different roles (logical):

– Originator: an agent that initiates an exchange, by sending a request to a
Recipient.

– Recipient: an agent that receives a request, processes it, and sends the
corresponding response to the Originator.

and three different entities (physical):

– Consumer: The entity that initiates the transaction, the initial node N0.
The consumer entity will act as an Originator.

– Provider: The entity who hosts the service requested by the consumer, the
final node NN−1. The Provider entity will act as a Recipient.

– Intermediary: As part of a chain, the Intermediary entity connects Orig-
inators and Recipients. To the Originators, the Intermediary will act as a
Recipient, receiving requests. To the Recipients, it will act as an Originator
sending the requests devised from the previous requests received as Recipi-
ent. The Intermediaries are the nodes Ni|0 < i < (N − 1).

The model divides the Transaction into Exchanges, and Exchanges into sub-
Exchanges, a process where only 1 Originator and 1 Recipient are involved (see
figure 1). The model represents Transactions in which Intermediaries are in-
volved. A Transaction is the whole process (from N0 to NN−1) which leads to a
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Fig. 1. Agent Mediated Model

situation where the Consumer receives a response to her request. A Transaction
starts when a Consumer, acting as Originator, sends a request to an Intermedi-
ary, acting as a Recipient. When an Intermediary receives a request, it may need
to contact K different Providers/Intermediaries in order to acquire the resources
needed to fulfil this request. Thus, an Exchange is the set of processes executed
between an Originator Ni and K Recipients N(i+1)K

, and a sub-Exchange is a
process executed between the Originator Ni and one Recipient N(i+1)k

, where
k ε (1, .., K).

From a security point of view, the Transaction from N0 to NN−1 is a particular
case of Fair Exchange even though they do not have direct contact. N0 has an
element “A” that wants to exchange for an element “B” that NN−1 has, but none
of them is willing to deliver its element until they have some kind of assurance to
receive the other element. Furthermore, none of them knows each other. The only
thing N0 knows is that an intermediary N1 can deliver “B” to N0, either because
N0 has it or because knows where to find it. And NN−1 knows that NN−2 can
deliver “A”. At the same time, these intermediaries N1 and NN−2, may contact
other intermediaries to obtain “A” and “B”. Thus, we end up creating a chain
where the links are fair exchanges.

The use of agents or intermediaries in a Transactions model is not new.
Franklin and Tsudik [9] proposed a Multi-party Fair Exchange protocol for e-
barter, later reviewed by Mukhamedov et al. [13]. This proposal assumes that, at
some point (after the preliminary phase), the identity of all participants is known,
which is not true in our model. Moreover, in our model, the lack of knowledge
among participants is a requirement (see Confidentiality in section 2.2). An-
other Multi-party Fair Exchange protocol, targeting e-commerce transactions,
was proposed by Khill et. al [10]. Both proposals have a ring architecture, which
cannot be applied in our model as Consumer and Provider do not have direct
contact (see example in section 3).

2.2 Requirements

Requirements for Fair Exchange were stated by Asokan et al. [2] and re-formulated
later by Zhou et al. [21]: effectiveness, fairness, timeliness, non-repudiation and
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verifiability. A Transaction is built on Exchanges, and an Exchange is built on sub-
Exchanges. Thus, we will have to meet the fair-exchange requirements at Trans-
action, Exchange and sub-Exchange levels. We will refer to this property as fair
chaining. Requirements for fair chaining are:

– Effectiveness: If every party involved in a Transaction behaves correctly,
the Consumer will receive her expected item from the Intermediary, the
Providers will receive their expected items from the Intermediaries, and the
Intermediary Ni will receive its expected items, as a Recipient from Ni−1

and as Originator from N(i+1)K
.

– Fairness: At the end of the Transaction, every party involved will have their
expected items, or none will have them.

– Timeliness: At any time during the protocol run, any party can unilaterally
choose to terminate the Transaction, Exchange or sub-Exchange without
loosing fairness.

– Non-Repudiation: In a Transaction IDT that has involved a Consumer N0

and M Providers NN−11..M , the Consumer won’t be able to deny the origin of
it, and the Providers won’t be able to deny their reception. Moreover, none
of the Intermediaries participants in the transaction will be able to deny its
involvement.

– Verifiability of the TTP: If the third party misbehaves resulting in the loss
of fairness for a party, this party can prove the fact in a dispute resolution.

– Confidentiality: Node Ni will only have access to information on Ex-
changes M((i−1),i), as a Recipient, and M(i,(i+1)) as Originator. The exe-
cution of one Transaction may include several Exchanges, that must remain
unknown among them.

– Traceability: Even though the Exchanges remain unknown among them-
selves, an arbiter must be able to reconstruct the Transaction and identify
all their participants from an Exchange.

3 Motivating Example

Online travel agencies are a good example of the use of Intermediaries in e-
commerce. They usually act as Intermediary between Consumers and Providers
of services like transportation or accommodation. Moreover, those transportation
or accommodation providers from which travel agencies obtain their offer of
services, may also rely on other providers. In figure 2 we can see an example of
it. Typically, between the end-user (Consumer) and the Provider we have many
Intermediaries, in our example (figure 2) we have 2: the web application and the
travel agency.

Every time an end-user purchases a product, a chain of exchanges is gener-
ated: {End-user, web application}, {Web application, travel agency}, {Travel
agency, provider}. These Exchanges and sub-Exchanges are executed as inde-
pendent Transactions, leaving the Intermediary in an unfair situation. If during
the execution of an online purchase the Consumer or Provider decides to quit the
Transaction, since the Intermediary has executed the Exchanges independently,
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Fig. 2. Application Example

it may be forced to fulfill a deliver agreement with the Consumer without having
the goods or services, or a purchase agreement with the Provider without having
a client. In the case where we have K = 1 sub-Exchanges, this is usually solved
by not allowing the Consumer nor the Provider to quit a Transaction once it has
started, but the case where we have K > 1 sub-Exchanges is not yet solved.

The end-user sends a product request to the web application, typically using
a web browser, and awaits for the response. The product request can include
several services, i.e. hotel + plane tickets + car rental. From the end-user point
of view, this request will be only one product, thus she expects to have it all or
none, meaning that there are only 2 possible responses: Ok, all services closed, or
nOk, one or more services are not available, therefore the request is not accepted.
Note that the request/response must be executed in “real-time”.

The web application will process the request, and will send one request (one
because in our example, figure 2, it is connected to one agency) to the travel
agency, on its behalf. We are in the same situation than in the Exchange (end-
user, web application), we have one request with multiple services. Once the
web application receives the response form the travel agency, it will generate
the response for the end-user. Note that the web application is not forwarding
the requests/responses, it is generating its own, to execute the exchanges on its
behalf. End-user and travel agency don’t know each other.

The travel agency has one Provider for transportation services and one for
accommodation services. Thus, it will send two requests, one to each provider,
that will be executed as independent Transactions. To send an Ok response,
the travel agency needs confirmation from both providers that the services have
been correctly closed, otherwise it will have to send a nOK response. The travel
agency is in disadvantage, it is an unfair chain. The problem is that from the web
application point of view, there is only one request with two possible responses
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(Ok or nOk), but from the travel agency point of view there are four possible
results (Ok, Ok), (Ok, nOk), (nOk, Ok), (nOk, nOk). Assuming that we are
executing the request sequentially:

– (Ok, Ok): The travel agency will send an Ok response.
– (nOk, –): The travel agency will send a nOk response, without executing the

second request.
– (Ok, nOk): Unfair situation, disadvantage. The travel agency doesn’t have

confirmation for both services, thus it will answer with a nOk response. But
the first service is already closed/sold, that means that the travel agency
will have to cancel it and bear the costs. Cancelations are usually subject to
a cancelation fee.

– (nOk, nOk): We will never reach this situation, see (nOk, –).

In such a scenario a fair exchange protocol with fair chaining will eliminate
the unfair situations. Moreover, allowing the parallel execution of requests may
increase the system performance.

4 Protocol for Fair Exchange in Agent Mediated
Scenarios

The protocol is a modification of the 2-party Fair Optimistic protocol proposed
by Ferrer-Gomila et al. [8]. The optimistic protocol is divided in 3 sub-protocols:
exchange, finish and cancel (see table 2). The notation is in table 1. If all par-
ticipants behave correctly, only the exchange sub-protocol will be executed. To
facilitate the traceability and avoid evidence forgery, the Consumer will generate
a Unique Universal Identifier (UUID) for every Transaction she initiates. The
Intermediary Ni will generate K sub-Exchanges, to K different Recipients to ac-
quire the resources needed to attend the request from the Originator Ni−1. We
will distinguish 2 different situations:

Multiple Responses Situation (MRS): The request from the Originator
N(i−1) allows to be partially signed/agreed. In this case, the message M((i−1),i)

will be sent as a vector composed of the K different sub-messages in which it
can be divided. The Originator will have to generate a vector IDK of UUIDs
that will be assigned to each sub-message k, thus the UUID of the sub-message
k and its related Exchanges and sub-Exchanges will be IDT , IDk. In order to
receive proof for each sub-message k, the Originator will send a vector of proof
of commitment COMik

. The intermediary will provide independent evidence for
each sub-message ACCik

.

Single Response Situation (SRS): The whole request from the Originator
N(i−1) must be signed/agreed. In this case, the Intermediary will introduce a
new parameter, t0, the resolution time. When the Intermediary Ni sends t0 to
the Recipient N(i+1)k

, agrees to not to enforce the agreement until t = t0, and
the Recipient agrees to not to contact the TTP until t > t0. If the Recipient
N(i+1) is another Intermediary, it will send t1 ≤ t0 to the Recipient N(i+2). A
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Table 1. Notation and elements used in the protocol

• (i− 1), i, (i+ 1)k
The notation is described in terms of Exchanges and sub-Exchanges. The Intermedi-
ary i will act as a Recipient in the Exchange with (i− 1) and as an Originator in the
sub-Exchange with (i+ 1)k.

• IDT

Universal Unique IDentifier (UUID) of Transaction T. Random number generated by
the Consumer (following the ITU-T recommendation X.667(08/08)), used to assure
that an Exchange is part of a transaction T.

• IDK = [ID1, ...IDK−1, IDK]
UUIDs of sub-Exchanges. In a Multiple Responses Situation (MRS), the Originator
of the M((i−1),i) Exchange will also generate an IDk for each sub-message. Thus the
UUID for the sub-Exchange k will be IDT , IDk.

•M((i−1),i) = [M((i−1),i)1 , ...M((i−1),i)K ]
Message that is allowed to be partly signed. It is divided in K agreeable parts. This
applies to a MRS, in a Single Response Situation (SRS) case, K = 1.

•M(i,(i+1)k)

Message (agreement to be accepted) from Ni to N(i+1)k , with i ∈ (0, .., N − 1) and
N > 2 (so we have, at least, one intermediary) and k ∈ (1, .., K)

• t0
resolution time. time that node i must wait until enforce the agreement M(i+1)k , and
node (i+1)k must wait until contact the TTP. Note that t0 is only mandatory in the
SRS scenario with K > 1.

• COMi = {COMi1 , ...,COMiK}
• COMik

= Si[H(H(M(i,(i+1)k)), IDT, IDk, t0)]
node Ni digital signature on the Hash of the message M(i,(i+1)k), IDT , IDk and t0.
Evidence of Ni’s COMmitment on M(i,(i+1)k) (as Originator). Note that IDk is only
mandatory in the MRS scenario and t0 is mandatory only in the SRS scenario.

•ACC(i+1) = {ACC(i+1)1, ...,ACC(i+1)K}
•ACC(i+1)k = S(i+1)k [H(H(M(i,(i+1)k)), IDT, IDk, t0)]
node N(i+1)k digital signature on the Hash of the message M(i,(i+1)k), IDT , IDk and
t0. Evidence of node N(i+1)k ’s ACCeptance on M(i,(i+1)k) (as Recipient).

• Evi = {Evi1 , ...,EviK}
• Evik

= ETTP[H(M(i−1,i)k), IDT, IDk,COM(i−1)k ,ACCik
,Ev(i−1)k ,

Si[H(H(M((i−1),i)k), IDT, IDk,COM(i−1)k,ACCik
,Ev(i−1)k)]]

Chain of evidences of all Exchanges (j, (j+1))|(j+1) ≤ i. The TTP’s public key will
be used to encrypt the symmetric key used.

• sigik
= Si[H(M(i,(i+1)k), IDT, IDk, t0,COMik

,Evi)]
node Ni digital signature on the information sent to node N(i+1)k in the 1st step
(COMmitment) of the exchange sub-protocol.

•ACKik
= Si[H(ACC(i+1)k)]

node Ni digital signature on ACC(i+1)k . Evidence of node Ni’s ACKnowledgement
of receipt.

•ACKTTPk = STTP[H(ACC(i+1)k)]
TTP digital signature on ACC(i+1)k . Evidence equivalent to ACKik to the Recipient
and proof of TTP’s intervention to the Originator.

• sig(ik,TTP) = Si{[H(H(M(i,(i+1)k)), IDT, IDk, t0,COMik
)]}

Evidence that node Ni has demanded TTP’s intervention executing the cancel sub-
protocol.

• sig((i+1)k,TTP) = Si+1{[H(H(M(i,(i+1)k)), IDT, IDk, t0,
COMik

,ACC(i+1)k,Evi)]}
Evidence that N(i+1)k has demanded TTP’s intervention executing the finish sub-
protocol.

• Cik
= STTP[H(cancelled,COMik

)]
Ni’s evidence that the sub-exchange k has been cancelled

• C(i+1)k = STTP[H(cancelled,ACC(i+1)k)]
N(i+1)k ’s evidence that the sub-exchange k has been cancelled
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Table 2. Agent Mediated Scenarios Protocol

Exchange Sub-Protocol

Ni → N(i+1)k
Commitment: M(i,(i+1)k), IDT , IDk, t0, COMik , Evik , sigik

Ni ← N(i+1)k
Acceptance: ACC(i+1)k

Ni → N(i+1)k
Acknowledgement: ACKik

Cancel Sub-Protocol

Ni → TTP H(M(i,(i+1)k)), IDT , IDk, t0, COMik , sig(ik,TTP )

If (finished = true)
Ni ← TTP ACC(i+1)k

, ACKTTPk

Else
Ni ← TTP Cik ; TTP: stores cancelled = true

Finish Sub-Protocol

N(i+1)k
→ TTP H(M(i,(i+1)k)), IDT , IDk, t0, COMik , ACC(i+1)k

, Evik , sig((i+1)k,TTP )

If (cancelled = true)
N(i+1)k

← TTP C(i+1)k

Else
N(i+1)k

← TTP ACKTTPk ; TTP: stores finished = true

particular case of SRS is the case with K = 1, where the resolution time is
optional.

4.1 Exchange Sub-protocol

The exchange sub-protocol has 3 steps: Commitment, where the Originator sends
her commitment to fulfill the agreement she is sending; Acceptance, where the
Recipient agrees to fulfill the agreement; and Acknowledgement, where the Orig-
inator sends proof that the agreement has been accepted by both parts. Ni must
not have any knowledge about nodes Nn, with n > (i + 1) or n < (i− 1), there-
fore, evidences of previous exchanges (Evi) will be encrypted with the TTP’s
public key1.

MRS scenario: After the sub-protocol Exchange execution, Ni will hold non-
repudiation evidence that N(i+1)k

has accepted the agreement {M(i,(i+1)k), IDT ,
IDk}, and vice versa. As result of the Exchange execution, Ni will hold evidences
ACCik

of all N(i+1)k
that have accepted the agreement, and each N(i+1)k

will
have evidence ACKik

of Ni acknowledgement of the corresponding {M(i,(i+1)k),
IDT , IDk}.

SRS scenario: In the commitment step Ni will send the resolution time t0 to
N(i+1)k

. If by t = t0 Ni has not received the acceptance ACCik
from N(i+1)k

,
she should execute the cancel sub-protocol. Otherwise, she may find herself in
disadvantage, because N(i+1)k

will be allowed to execute the finish sub-protocol

1 The symmetric encryption key will be sent encrypted with the TTP’s public key.
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obligating Ni to fulfil her commitment, even though the other K − 1 sub-
exchanges have been canceled (by not responding).

4.2 Cancel Sub-protocol

If the Originator node Ni claims she has not received the evidence from the Re-
cipient N(i+1)k

, she may initiate de cancel sub-protocol, sending Ni’s evidence
of commitment.

MRS scenario: Ni will contact the TTP to cancel a sub-Exchange {M(i,(i+1)k),
IDT , IDk}, the TTP will check the status of the sub-Exchange and send the
corresponding response:

– If the sub-Exchange has been finished, the TTP will send to Ni the evidence
of finalization: ACC(i+1)k

, ACKTTPk
.

– If no other node has contacted the TTP or the sub-Exchange has been
canceled, the TTP will send the cancelation evidence Cik

.

SRS scenario: Ni can execute the Cancel sub-protocol on a sub-Exchange
{M(i,(i+1)k), IDT , t0} at any time t < t0, to avoid loosing fairness (N(i+1)k

is
able to execute the finish sub-protocol from t = t0). The TTP may respond in
two different ways:

– If the sub-Exchange has been finished, the TTP will send evidence of final-
ization: ACC(i+1)k

, ACKTTPk
.

– If no other node has contacted the TTP or the sub-Exchange has been
canceled, the TTP will send the cancelation evidence Cik

to Ni.

4.3 Finish Sub-protocol

If the recipient N(i+1) claims he has not received the Acknowledgement from
the originator, he may initiate the Finish sub-protocol sending Ni’s evidence of
commitment, N(i+1)’s evidence of signature, and Evi evidence for all Exchange
M(j,(j+1)) with (j + 1) ≤ i.

MRS scenario: N(i+1)k
can contact the TTP and request the finalization of

the sub-exchange {M(i,(i+1)k), IDT , IDk} at any time (assuming he has received
Ni’s commitment).The TTP, if there’s no transmission errors, may respond in
two different ways:

– If the sub-Exchange has been canceled, the TTP will send the corresponding
evidence of cancelation: C(i+1)k

.
– If no other node has contacted the TTP previously, the TTP will send to

N(i+1)k
the finalization evidence: ACKTTPk

SRS scenario: N(i+1)k
can only execute the finish sub-protocol at t > t0. If he

tries to contact the TTP before t0, the TTP must dismiss the request.
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– If the sub-Exchange has been canceled, the TTP will send the corresponding
evidence of cancelation: C(i+1)k

.
– If no other node has contacted the TTP previously, the TTP will send to

N(i+1)k
the finalization evidence: ACKTTPk

;

4.4 TTP’s Resolution

In our model, a request from node N0 to node NN−1 generates a chain of re-
quests/responses. The fair exchange protocol designed from this model, generates
a chain of 2-party fair exchanges following the request, propagating from i to
(i + 1). The whole chain of fair exchanges is linked, from 0 to N − 1, meaning
that the cancelation or finalization of an exchange by a node Ni will have effects
on the other exchanges.

N31

N21

N32

N0 N1

N41

N22

N42

finalization

cancelation

finalization

cancelation

cancelation

finalization

Fig. 3. TTP’s Resolution

The cancelation of an exchange will spread from nodes Ni, N(i+1),... N(N−1).
This means that, if node Ni executes the cancel sub-protocol on a sub-Exchange
{M(i,(i+1))k

, IDT , IDK}, all the exchanges {M(j,(j+1)), IDT , IDK} with j ≥ i
will be canceled (see figure 3). Thus, if a node Nj tries to execute the finish
sub-protocol on a sub-Exchange {M(j,(j+1))k

, IDT , IDK} with j ≥ i, the TTP
will answer that the exchange has been canceled. But if the node Nj executes the
finish sub-protocol on {M(j,(j+1))k

, IDT , IDK} with j < i, or on {M(i,(i+1))k
,

IDT , IDM} with M �= K the TTP will answer with the corresponding ACKTTP ,
meaning that the exchange has been finished.

The finalization of an exchange will spread from nodes Ni, N(i−1),... N0.
This means that if a node Ni executes the finish sub-protocol on the exchange
{M((i−1),i), IDT , IDK}, all the exchanges {M((i−1),i), IDT , IDK} with j ≤ i
will be finished (see figure 3). Therefore, if a node Nj tries to execute the cancel
sub-protocol on an exchange {M((i−1),i), IDT , IDK} with j ≤ i, the TTP will
answer with proof of finalization. But if the node Nj executes the cancel sub-
protocol on {M((i−1),i), IDT , IDK} with j > i, or on {M((i−1),i), IDT , IDM}
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with M �= K the TTP will cancel the exchange and send the corresponding
cancelation evidence.

Neither the cancelation nor finalization of a sub-Exchange {M(i,(i+1)k), IDT ,
IDK} will have effect on the other sub-Exchanges in which is divided the Ex-
change {M(i,(i+1)), IDT }. In figure 3 we can see how N1 has canceled the sub-
Exchange {M(1,21), IDT , ID1}, without affecting the sub-Exchange {M(1,22),
IDT , ID2}. In fact, the sub-Exchange {M(1,22), IDT , ID2} has been finished
by N41 .

The spreading of a cancelation or finalization is done at a TTP level. This
means that the TTP knows that a chain of exchanges identified by its UUID
IDT has been canceled or finalized (after being contacted by an Originator or a
Recipient), but it doesn’t contact the nodes involved. The TTP plays a passive
role, the nodes involved in Transactions and Exchanges are the ones who contact
the TTP when needed.

5 Security Analysis

At sub-Exchange, and Transaction level the protocol behaves like the 2 party
fair exchange protocol presented by Ferrer-Gomila et al. [8], which meets the
Fair Exchange requirements, thus we can affirm that at these levels our proposal
meets these requirements too.

If every party involved behaves correctly, the Transaction will be completed at
the end of the 3-steps Exchange sub-protocol, without intervention of the TTP,
meeting the effectiveness requirement.

At a MRS level, the Exchange can be seen as K sub-Exchanges, since each one
can be independently canceled or finished, therefore the fairness requirement is
met. At a SRS level the fairness is achieved by introducing a time variable t0:
Neither N(i+1)k

can contact the TTP before t0 nor Ni can use N(i+1)k
’s evidence

ACC(i+1)k
as proof of signature before t0. After t0, N(i+1)k

is able to execute the
finish sub-protocol to finish the exchange with Ni. Therefore to assure fairness,
Ni must cancel the sub-Exchanges before t0 if doesn’t have responses from all of
the K sub-Exchanges. Assuming we have a competent Intermediary, the protocol
meets the fair chaining fairness requirement.

At MRS level Ni receives M((i−1),i), IDT , IDk, COMi−1, Ev(i−1) , it can be seen
as K independent sub-Exchanges, and since timeliness is met at sub-Exchange
level, is also met at MRS level. At SRS level, there is a time restriction, t0,
which denies to N(i+1) the possibility to contact the TTP to finish the protocol,
meanwhile allows Ni to execute the cancel sub-protocol terminating the protocol
execution. Timeliness property is needed to maintain fairness, but since there is
no loss of fairness during this time restriction, we can affirm that our protocol
meets the fair chaining Timeliness requirement.

Non-repudiation evidences will be generated in each protocol execution, link-
ing Originators and Recipients. If Ni tries to deny participating in an Exchange
IDT after the protocol execution, N(i+1) can prove her participation with Ni’s
acknowledgement of receipt ACKi, or with the Ni’s commitment COMi and
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TTP’s proof of finalization ACKTTP . In the same way, if N(i+1) denies his par-
ticipation, Ni can prove it with N(i+1)’s acceptance ACCi+1 or TTP’s proof of
finalization.

The TTP is contacted to solve possible conflicts, canceling or finishing trans-
actions. It is its responsibility to “spread” a cancelation or finalization through
a Transaction. The TTP has two possibilities of misbehave: sending cancelation
evidences when a Transaction has been finished (cancel sub-protocol) or as a
response to the finish sub-protocol when no one else has contacted the TTP (the
Exchange has not been canceled). In the first case, if Ni+1 tries to enforce the
signature using the TTP’s evidence ACKTTP , Ni will be able to prove the TTP’s
misbehavior with Ci, evidence of cancelation from the TTP. In the second case,
if Ni tries to enforce the signature using ACC(i+1), Ni+1 can prove the TTP
misbehavior with Ci+1. Therefore, the protocol complies with the Verifiability
property.

By encrypting the evidence of previous transactions EVi with the TTP public
key, we assure that the protocol meets the Confidentiality requirement.

Starting from an Exchange, an arbiter can ask both Originator Ni and Recip-
ient Ni+1 who are the previous Originator Ni−1 and posterior Recipient Ni+2.
Assuming both parties accept to answer to such a request (that request may
require legal support, out of this paper scope), the arbiter will be able to verify
that the information and evidence it is receiving is correct (matching signatures
and UUIDs) (see Section 5.1). Therefore, the arbiter can interrogate the partici-
pants until it reaches the Consumer and Provider of the transaction, identifying
all the parties involved, meeting the Traceability requirement.

5.1 Forged Evidences Detection

A possible attack to the protocol is sending of forged evidences. The TTP relies
on the evidences sent by the parties involved in a transaction to resolve the
disputes. During the execution of the transaction Originators (Ni) have to send
the evidences of the previous Exchanges, Evi, to the Recipients (Ni+1). This
Evi is encrypted with the TTP’s public key, thus, Recipients can not verify it.
Therefore, a malicious Originator can take advantage of that situation and send
to the Recipient forged or incorrect evidences.

When the TTP receives a finalization request, first thing it does is to validate
the evidences with their signatures. Then it has to ensure that all the evidences
received are part of the same Transaction, checking the IDT and IDk. If the TTP
finds that there are different IDT in the evidences received, it has to find out
who has sent the wrong evidence. Since all the evidence messages are digitally
sign by their generators, the TTP will be able to identify it. The difficult task
is to tell who among all the parties involved is cheating and who is not.

Imagine that during the execution of the example on figure 3, N22 decides to
send wrong evidences to N41 :
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N22
−→ N41

M22,41 , IDT , ID2, COM221
, Ev∗

221
, sig22

Wrong Evidences inserted into Ev221
:

H(M∗
(1,22)1

), ID∗
T , ID∗

2 , COM11 , ACC221

N41
−→ TTP

H(M22 ,41 ), IDT , ID2, COM221
, ACC41 , Ev∗

221
, sig(41,T T P)

The TTP will have to decrypt all the Evi to be able to validate the evidences:

Decrypted Evidences
N41 H(M22,41 ), IDT , ID2, COM221

, ACC41
N22 H(M∗

(1,22)1
), ID∗

T , ID∗
2 , COM∗

11
, ACC∗

221
N1 H(M(0,1)2

), IDT , ID2, COM02 , ACC12

If N22 has used the value of a previous Exchange, the TTP will be able to
validate all the digital signatures (N22 can’t generate a valid COM∗

11
). But the

TTP will detect that the IDT ’s are different. The problem is to decide which
evidences are wrong: N41 and N1? or N22?.

The TTP will have to contact the parties involved Ni, asking for proof of the
evidence they have sent. In the current example, N41 can prove that the wrong
evidences are the ones sent by N22 , using the message received as Recipient,
from N22 . In that message we have, at the same time, a Transaction UUID IDT

and an UUID encrypted as evidence ID∗
T . Using the digital signatures of the

message and the encrypted information the TTP can prove that the party who
has inserted wrong evidences is N22 .

5.2 Correct Protocol Utilization

The achievement of the requirements stated in section 2.2, will depend as much
on the techniques used in the protocol development, than the correct use of it.
The protocol is meant to be used in an scenario where an Intermediary has to
fulfill 2 agreements: one with the Consumer (or Originator) N(i−1), as Recipient,
and one with the Provider N(i+1) (or Recipient), as Originator. As a Recipient,
an Intermediary receives a request from a Consumer, and to be able to fulfill this
request, it sends a request to a Provider. Before answering the request from the
Consumer, the Intermediary needs to be sure that can fulfil the requirements the
Consumer demands. Thus, the Intermediary will wait until it gets the Provider
Acceptance, then it will send his Acceptance to the Consumer. As an Originator,
the Intermediary needs to ensure that the Consumer will carry on with his
commitment before sending the acknowledgement to the Provider. Therefore, the
Intermediary must wait until receive the Acknowledgement from the Consumer,
before sending his ACK to the Provider (see examples in section 3).

The inadequate use of the protocol may lead us to a situation of disadvantage,
where an Intermediary may be forced to fulfill an agreement with a Consumer or
Provider, without having the proper resources (lacks the Provider Acceptance or
the Consumer Acknowledgement). There are five ways in which an Intermediary
can misuse the protocol.
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1. The Intermediary Ni executes the Finish sub-protocol on the request
{M((i−1),i), IDT } before receiving the acceptance ACC(i+1) from the Provider
N(i+1).

2. The Intermediary Ni sends ACCi to the Consumer N(i−1) before receiving
the acceptance ACC(i+1) from the Provider N(i+1).

3. The Intermediary Ni executes the Cancel sub-protocol on the request
{M(i,(i+1)), IDT } after sending her acceptance ACCi to the Consumer N(i−1).

4. The Intermediary Ni sends ACKi to the Provider N(i+1) before receiving
ACK(i−1), acknowledgement from the Consumer N(i−1).

5. In a SRS situation, the Intermediary must cancel the Exchange if after t0 he
has not received a response from each Provider.

In cases 1, 2 and 3, the Intermediary agrees to the Consumer requirements
before knowing if the Provider will be able to or willing to provide the resources
he requested, or even if he will be able to find one. So the Intermediary can
be in disadvantage to the Consumer. Meanwhile in case 4 the Intermediary
acknowledges his commitment to the Provider not knowing if the Consumer will
be able to or willing to acknowledge his commitment. So the Intermediary can be
in disadvantage to the Provider. Even though these cases may lead to a situation
where the requirements stated in section 2.2 are not accomplished, we cannot
say that the protocol doesn’t meet the requirements. The intermediary can not
benefit from any of these situations. Therefore, we assume that the 4 situations
can be easily avoided if we have a competent Intermediary, that works on his
best interest.

As we explained in section 4 when we have a SRS Exchange the Interme-
diary must send a value called resolution time, t0, to maintain fairness (when
K > 1). But to execute the Exchange sub-protocol correctly, the Intermediary
will also have to follow a specific execution flow: The Intermediary must cancel
the Exchange if after t0 he has not received a response from each Provider. Oth-
erwise the Intermediary may find himself in a disadvantage, any Provider will
be able to contact the TTP requesting finalization, which would also finish the
Exchange between the Consumer and Intermediary, forcing the Intermediary to
fulfil the Consumer’s request. It is a situation of disadvantage because Provider
k’s decision of finishing the sub-Exchange will be independent of the other K−1
Provider’s will to answer to the Intermediary request. Thus, the Intermediary
may find himself in a situation where the Consumer-Intermediary’s Exchange
has been finished, but he lacks all the resources necessaries to fulfil it.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented our model for agent mediated transactions, in
which we can have 1 or more Intermediaries. We adapted the Fair Exchange
requirements stated by Asokan et al. [2] and re-formulated later by Zhou et
al. [21] to our model, formulating the fair chaining requirements. Finally, we
have proposed a Fair Exchange protocol for agent mediated scenarios and we
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have shown with a security analysis that our proposal meets the fair chaining
requirements.

Our future work will include the elaboration of a formal analysis of the
strengths and weaknesses of the protocol, and the study of the cost and effi-
ciency focused on the protocol implementation in real environments.
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